Investigators and law enforcement personnel must wrestle with larger case loads and fewer resources than ever before. It is imperative that investigators have the tools and technologies they need to close the case, from capabilities that link complex relationships between suspects, to tools that map data to show geographic connections.

Investigators need tools that combine powerful data assets with features that increase efficiency and improve collaboration.

**Closing More Cases…Faster**

LexisNexis® Accurint® LE Plus is a comprehensive suite of tools developed in response to the specific needs of law enforcement personnel. Now, investigators can access mission critical tools in one easy-to-use desktop application while leveraging real-time information from multiple data sources, including:

- Person and business locators
- Telephone sources
- Assets such as motor vehicles, watercraft and aircraft
- Nationwide bankruptcies, liens and judgments
- Professional licenses
- Real property records
- Death records
- Social Media Websites
- Accident Reports
- Credit Bureaus
- Federal Civil Court Records
- Federal Employer ID Numbers (FEIN)

**Advanced features include:**

**LexisNexis® Relavint™ Plus Link Analysis**

Investigators can now see complex relationships, and discover new links between suspects, their relatives and associates. The tool can combine both LexisNexis data sources and an agency’s internal data.

**Advanced GIS Mapping**

By overlapping data on a map, investigators can gain a better understanding of how entities are related or interconnected. The GIS mapping tool links information to location, enabling investigators to see geospatial relationships between people and addresses.
**About LexisNexis Risk Solutions**

At LexisNexis Risk Solutions, we believe in the power of data and advanced analytics for better risk management. With over 40 years of expertise, we are the trusted data analytics provider for organizations seeking actionable insights to manage risks and improve results while upholding the highest standards for security and privacy. Headquartered in metro Atlanta, LexisNexis Risk Solutions serves customers in more than 100 countries and is part of RELX Group plc, a world-leading provider of information and analytics for professional and business customers across industries. For more information, please visit www.lexisnexis.com/risk.
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**LexisNexis University Public Safety Academy**

- **Public Safety Academy:** This free online training and certification program for law enforcement professionals and students provides hands-on technical training, with a focus on implementing LexisNexis software into daily public safety operations.
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**Additional features include:**

**Investigative Tools**

- **Wildcard search:** Wildcard searches include partial or incomplete vehicle descriptions, tag information for both current and expired registrations, as well as partial driver license numbers.

- **Generate photo lineups and montages:** Select and sort publicly available Department of Corrections, sex offender, agency-specific photographs or results of Sexual Offenders, Advanced Sexual Offenders, Advanced Person Rollup, and Criminal Records searches.

- **Phone number searches:** Search mobile and landline phones numbers not only by reverse phone number search, but also based on name, social security number or address. Search individual records or process large phone lists in batch to discover individual's names and most current address.

- **Advanced sex offender search and alerts:** Searches, locates, generates alerts and maps compliant and non-compliant sexual offenders as well as historical addresses and addresses of interest.

- **Social Media Searches:** Access LexisNexis Social Media Analytics to query and analyze social media activity to look for threats or prepare for major events.

- **National Motor Vehicle Accidents:** Quickly search national accident public records data that match the subject's selection criteria.

- **Additional Associates:** Search for all public records connections to provide a better picture of a subjects network.

- **Contact Card Report:** Provides critical location and contact information about key contacts associated with the consumer, such as relatives, neighbors, and associates.

- **Business Link Report:** Links businesses to the subject based on how the subject’s relatives and associates match up to the relatives and associates of the business contacts.

- **Fictitious Business Names (FBN):** provides access to “Doing Business As” name filings or assumed business name filings from all 50 states and the District of Columbia.

- **Customization made easy:** Draw and label links between individuals, add agency data sets and utilize the comprehensive LexisNexis Icon Library.

**Collaboration Features**

- **Query Organizer:** Store and share case information with colleagues logically and conveniently.

- **Case Connect:** Easily manage, share and compare investigative case notes and information, both internally and with external agencies.

**Usability Features**

- **Drag-and-drop functionality:** Open multiple windows from your desktop to easily drag and drop data and expand your analysis.

- **Training and On-Screen User Guide:** Access training materials through LexisNexis University (LNU) and view user guides with one click, right from the toolbar.

- **Direct-to-report functionality:** Skip the need to run a search when you already know the LexisNexis LexID® or identifying information on your subject, saving time and effort.

- **My favorite searches:** Customize favorites section with most frequently used searches.

- **Person alerts:** Automatically notifies investigators of changes in the data about an individual without requiring repeated searches.

- **Multi-Factor Authentication:** Users can receive a one-time passcode via SMS, email, or voice message.
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**For more information, call 888.579.7638 or visit lexisnexis.com/accurintleplus**